
  
 
 

THIS IS NOT A TRAILER?  
 
 
 
 
 
             And 

          WE DON’T WANT YOU TO BUY ONE, 
 
 
 
It’s a Wagon!        
      
     WE WANT YOU  
     TO SELL  
     A FEW HUNDRED 
      OF THEM 
      IN 2023 
 
 
 
“Sometimes One Simple Idea Can 
Make All The Difference” 
 



 
 

 
A few years back when the NADA Convention was to 
be held in New Orleans, we had secured the #1 location 
in the exhibit hall to introduce our EZ-Wagon  
to the world. That live convention was canceled due to 
Covid. 
 
We put it back on the shelf waiting for better times. 
 

IT IS THE START OF 2023 AND BETTER TIMES ARE FINALLY HERE !  
 
 
 
Just Imagine. 

1. Prior to the pandemic, our extensive trial marketing verified that   
buyer demand for our unique little Wagons actually exceeded even  
our own optimistic expectations.  

2. Wagon sales equal high benefits: 
• Each unit has an AGP of between $800.00 and $1000.00. 
• Should generate much needed traffic. 
• Wagon specific accessories can be sold in the parts department.  
• There will be opportunities for trailer hitch installation  

 in the service department.  
3. We are offering only: 

• One Single Exclusive Distribution Agreement  
in each of our selected metro area markets.  

 

 Put it all together. An exciting new product, that will be in high demand, 
 with a high profit margin, and YOU own the only stores in town that  
has the rights to sell them.            
 

Any Dealership’s Dream! 
 
 
 
 

 



Marketing Plan: 
We have also pumped up our entire marketing plan: 

1. Besides wagons sales this plan integrates greatly increasing 
 your dealership brand recognition! 
• Wagons running around with your  

Dealership name on them. 
• Adds something NEW for your  

Multi-media adds.  
• Exclusivity sets you apart and above 

The competition. 

2. Becomes a great motivational tool for salesmen. 
• When they are making their daily calls, they will have something 

new and exciting to talk about.  They can have fun with it!  
• It might also draw in some of the top producers from  

around town that are known for following the money. 
 

More money and some positive fun are needed now more than ever! 
 
 
 

 
Frequently Asked Questions: 
WHY? 
Because Though Out The Auto Industry  

Economy and Ecology have won out over size  
and comfort. 
There is just not any cargo space left. 
It’s not likely to change. 
Suburban size SUV’s have been priced 
too high for most families. Buyers are 
frustrated. 

 
We took an old idea and re-worked it  
into a simple, attractive and 
practical solution which, gives back 
the cargo space when needed. 
And when not needed, it tucks away 
nicely in the garage!  Stands out only                    
27” leaving plenty of room to park 2 
cars.  



                  
WHO? 

We are EZ Miles, LLC. 
We created the original  
concept and hold the patents. 
 
 

We partnered with Aluma, in Bancroft, Iowa, 
 largest manufacture of aluminum trailers  
in the U.S. who will manufacture them for us. 
 
 
 
 
 

• All Wagons meet or exceed the National Association of Trailer Dealers standards. 
• We added some nice additional little extras like handles, side running lights, foot stands, 

attractive wheels, and radial tires. 
• All of the specs are on this site. We are certain you will find them impressive! 

 
 
 
When? 

The idea came about after Hurricane Katrina. Basically, what  
wasn’t in the evac car was gone!  For the next Hurricane, Rita 
people bought up every trailer in town and the Evac-U-Pak  
was born. Now an Evac-U-Pak is an accessory that  
was designed specifically for the EZ-Wagon.  Eight 53 gallon  
military transport tubs.  Two years ago over 70 million people  
were under evacuation orders from storms, forest fires and disasters.  
And that has already stated over in the beginning of this year. 

 

How? 
The design is simple, when not in use, pull two spring loaded 
pins. The bed will slide on a low friction tract forward, exposing 
the wheels in the back. 
Re-pin it and then rotate on its’ own axle standing straight   
up with the wheels never leaving the ground.   
Then it can easily be rolled into a convenient spot, tucked out of 
the way until needed for a trip to the hardware store, garden 
store or for a family vacation. 
 

 
 



 
Why Auto Dealers? 
During the first few weeks of our trial marketing, we were approached by a Honda Dealer  
who explained that his CRV’s were his best-selling cars, but people came back complaining  
about the lack of space. We ran out and surveyed a number of different dealerships and  
they all had the same story. We backed up, and revamped our entire marketing program.  
Two years later we have modified it one more time and added the exclusive dealership 
agreements.  
  
 
 
Why Limit the Number of Dealers With Exclusive Contracts? 
With current supply chain issues, the rise in internet sales, and walk-in traffic  
dramatically dropping. 
We see two things: 

1. This trend is not going to reverse itself anytime soon and some dealerships  
may be in trouble if it doesn’t.  

2. There are always going to be some people who don’t want to buy sight 
unseen. Many of these are “tactile” people. They want to put their hands on 
something before they buy it. Coincidentally, tactile people make up the majority of  
potential Wagon buyers. That’s why we expect to generate so much traffic. 
But there is just not enough to help all dealerships. We would rather work  
with a few healthy groups rather than get watered down with large a number  
of struggling ones. It is just good business. 

 

IN CLOSING 
Our plan during this re-entry phase is in fact to sign up a small limited number of  
Dealership groups before spring of 2023 to whom we can give our full support and 
attention in making their first year very successful.  Our ultimate goal is to have all 
major metro areas covered by 2028. 
 
We also have three more wagon designs 
to introduce in 2024 -2025.  We are not pursuing just anyone in each area. 
Only one dealership group in each metro area.  
You don’t want to see a bunch of these running around town with your main 
competitor’s brand plastered on the side of them, do you? The best and quickest 
way to get more information and throw your hat in the ring:   
Rick Sinclair  (504) 400 1622. 
 


